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The President’s Field of View
Riyad Matti is our Second Vice President, and is in charge of our Stargate Observatory. He has been
a WAS member since 1984, and has held this same office several times in the past, starting within a
year of when he first joined our club. He is at our observatory on every observing night, helping all of us
observe with the club telescopes and with our own equipment. He has also been First Vice President
and club President.
Riyad loves refractors, and will be giving a presentation about them at our Cranbrook meeting this
month. He built his first one at age 13, using lenses from an optometrist and a cardboard tube, while
he still lived in Iraq where he was born. He has been the main source of knowledge and research for
the new refractor and mount that we will be installing in our club observatory building this year. His
telescope collection has included an 8” Dynamax SCT, 3”
Unitron refractor, 6” apochromatic Astro-Physics refractor,
a couple smaller refractors, and a 12” Meade Lightbridge
Dob.
One of Riyad’s favorite types of celestial objects is double
stars, perfect for observing in his refractors. He heads our
Hands-On Special Interest Group (formerly called the lunar/
planetary/double stars observing group), sharing his knowledge and observing skills with all club members. His presentations at our meetings have included what’s up in the
sky, photographing the moon and planets, how to measure
the altitudes of mountains on the Moon, statistical analysis
of local stars, telescope optics, historical refractors, stellar distances, and solar eclipse trips. He is also active in
our outreach activities, having given many presentations to
scouts and schools. He constantly works to improve our
Stargate observatory, often doing much of the work himself
as well as organizing our other club volunteers. He is known
at our board meetings for his many great suggestions about
additional equipment, repairs and improvements, to keep
making Stargate better and better.
-Jon
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The SWAP SHOP
This column is for those
interested in buying, trading or
selling. Ads run for six months.
The month and year the ad will be
removed is shown. Submit ads to
publications@warrenastro.org.

FREE Telescope!

Meade 230 60mm f/11 with 25mm eyepiece, finder,
and fairly good tripod. Presumably rarely used.
Contact both bevniedelson@gmail.com and
rmg@wmis.net or call 897-5713
Detroit area delivery would be at a Warren Astronomical
Society meeting. (4-2013)

When Karen and I were in Chicago recently at the
conclusion of our Great Lakes Cruise, we visited the
newly renovated Adler Planetarium. In the gift shop I was
smitten by a telescope (no,
it didn’t fall on me, but its
brass fittings and hardwood
tripod found the way to my
heart). Then I learned it
was on a closeout special
and the deed was done.
Now it is looking for a new
home. Sale price was $200
plus tax and shipping. I am
asking for $150. This is NOT
an astronomical telescope
– it is called Harbormaster
and is intended, I believe,
for scanning the horizon for
arriving sailboats. Further
details are on BrassBinnacle.com.
Fred Gluckson, 248-788-8066 or fgluckson@cs.com
It does look nice in one’s living room. In fact I have had
more fun looking AT it than THROUGH it. (3-2012)

ETX 90, not used, like brand new. (3-2012)
$350 or Best Offier
Contact Jim Hurley at coachjimjv@yahoo.com

Meade #775 Hard Carrying
Case for ETX-125.

Brand new, never been used.
Received as a gift but not for
the right telescope. Cost $200
new asking $75. Would like it
to find a good home where it
would be useful. (2-2013)
Dick Gala (248) 549-5238).
rrgala@med.wayne.edu

Seven Ponds Open Invitation
WAS members are invited to The Seven Ponds Astronomy Club monthly meetings. More information
about upcoming meetings, maps to Seven Ponds Nature Center, etc. is available at http://bhmich.
com/sevenpondsac/. Please let me know if you might attend so that appropriate plans can be
made. Any questions, please contact me.
- John Lines
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Treasurer’s Report
November 30, 2012

INCOME
$156.00 new memberships and renewals

MEMBERSHIP
We currently have 118 members (29 of which are
family memberships).
INCOME AND EXPENDITURES (SUMMARY)
We took in $1995.93 and spent $76.11. We have
$12242.44 in the bank and $240.61 in cash,
totaling $12483.05.
COSTS AND REIMBURSEMENTS
$43.16 speaker travel expense (gas)

$46.98 donations for snacks
$1020.00 donations for new telescope and mount
$32.95 magazine subscription
$660.00 Banquet tickets
$80.00 Calendars
$5386.50 Total donated to date for new telescope
and mount

$32.95 magazine subscription

- Dale Partin

Oakland Astronomy Club Newsletter
http://oaklandastronomy.ulmb.com/oacnews.html		

Clear skies, - Bill MacIntosh

Outreach Report
The club Outreach efforts finished the year with a couple of presentations at schools in December. A
large group of 5th graders (120 of them plus teachers) enjoyed our annual astronomy presentation in
Rochester. This was our third annual return and the kids were a very enthusiastic bunch. Joining Lee
Hartwell and Bob Berta was Angelo DiDonato, who since retiring for the second time from Chrysler,
wants to help out in these presentations. If you are interested in participating throughout the year at
various presentations all you have to do is contact Bob Berta.
Another presentation by Bob was to100 middle school students. This was a special request by their
teacher to discuss astronomy in the days of ancient Egypt (1000 to 4000BC). Bob spent a few hours
preparing for this talk with some input from Dave Bailey. Turns out it was a fascinating topic and gave
an opportunity to discuss such things as precession of the earth and its effects on the architecture and
design of those famous pyramids and how archeologists used astronomy to date construction periods
of various pyramids. While we amateur astronomers tend to turn up our noses at astrology....the talk
covered the importance of astrology than and how it and astronomy were very important to the rulers,
farmers, people, and continued survival of Egypt. The preparation for the talk revealed the fact that the
Egyptians were incredibly talented astronomical observers as well as mathematicians. Many of their
discoveries were thousands of years in advance of other civilizations. Bob enjoyed giving this talk and
he is planning on repeating it for the club in the future.
Bob Berta
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Speaker’s Corner - January 7, Cranbrook
Second VP and long-time member Riyad Matti will impart the Word of the One True Telescope
Design in “Riyad’s Refractors.”
Speaker’s Corner - January 17, Macomb
Our main speakers for this meeting will be Dave Bailey and Ken Bertin, who are teaming up to
inform you about star colors.
Dave Bailey’s parents met each other as graduate students at Yerkes Observatory, so Dave
has been in astronomy since before he was born. Unlike most club members, he’s mostly a
theoretician, not an observationalist, and he does not own a big telescope. Dave loves to give
astronomy talks to adults and older kids. He has written about 30 presentation handouts, and has
given numerous presentations at our club and at other local astronomy clubs. Dave’s engineering
degree is from Harvard.
Upcoming Talks
February 4
C
Open
			
February 21
M
James Marron (GRAAA) Reverse Cosmology
March 4		
C
Open
March 21
M
G.M. Ross
The Rehabilitation of Percival Lowell

WAS Discussion Group
The WAS Discussion Group meetings take place at the home of Gary and Patty Gathen from 8
to 11 PM on the fourth Thursday of the month from January through October. Different dates are
scheduled for November and December due to Thanksgiving and the holidays. The Gathens live
at 21 Elm Park Blvd in Pleasant Ridge, which is three blocks south of I-696 and about a half block
west of Woodward Ave. A map can be found at http://maps.yahoo.com/maps_result.php?q1=21+E
lm+Park+Blvd.%2C+Pleasent+Ridge%2C+MI.
The agenda is centered around discussing one science topic at a time by all. Soft drinks are furnished
while snacks are contributed by attendees. We usually have from 4 to 16 members and guests, so
come on over (and bring some snacks for the group). Gary can be reached at 248.543.5400 and at
gary@gathen.net.
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In Memoriam
Guy Ethan Maxim
MAXIM, GUY ETHAN; born April 11, 1956; succumbed to complications of diabetes on December 5,
2012.
Guy was a well-educated, well-traveled, extremely well-read devotee of arts and sciences. Upon, and
while receiving 2 degrees (B.S. in math and Master’s degree in computer science from the University of
Michigan), he accomplished such things as working on components of the Hubble telescope, traveling
western Europe and parts of Canada providing Inservices for the software company by which he was
at the time employed, writing and publishing short articles for MENSA Magazine, teaching math at
Eastern Michigan University for a short time, and was an avid collector of art and antiquarian books.
One of his happiest achievements was the ability to sail in the Port Huron to Mackinaw race. He also
spent some time sharing his extensive knowledge of astronomy with local astronomy clubs. Son of Guy
and Donna Maximovich, who predeceased their son. Guy is survived only by his sister, Elayna Erwin
and brother-in-law, David Erwin. He did, however, leave sustainable “impressions” in the minds of those
with whom he came into contact. There will be no Service or Visitation, but if you knew Guy and wish to
make a contribution in his memory, he would have liked these sent to UNICEF or the American League
of the Blind. www.kinsey-garrett.com
Published in The Oakland Press on December 9, 2012
Guy Maxim (aka Pandelume, after a scientific wizard in the sci-fi book The Dying Earth) was a longtime member of the Warren Astronomical Society, the Oakland Astronomy Club, and the Seven Ponds
Astronomy Club. He founded our Yahoo Group, worked on our website, and helped test and pioneer
other web efforts. He was an excellent presenter, providing insight on challenging mathematical
and theory topics like dark energy and black holes while offering practical observing advice in talks
like ‘Through a Glass Darkly’, a guide to various kinds of optical filters. He published a number of
mathematically-minded articles in the WASP. He was a frequent contributor to our Yahoo Group, and
his great, dry sense of humor came through very well there. (For example, his last post to the group,
entitled “Something else to worry about,” was about the apparent shrinking of Jupiter’s Great Red
Spot.) Due to medical issues he had not been able to attend meetings for some time, but those who
knew him will never forget him.
Jonathan Kade

“The atoms of our bodies are traceable to stars that manufactured
them in their cores and exploded these enriched ingredients across our
galaxy, billions of years ago. For this reason, we are biologically connected
to every other living thing in the world. We are chemically connected to
all molecules on Earth. And we are atomically connected to all atoms
in the universe. We are not figuratively, but literally stardust.”
Neil deGrasse Tyson
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Object of the Month - NGC 2403:
NGC 2403 is a surprisingly bright spiral galaxy in the constellation Camelopardalis. It sits in a position
not far from the border with Ursa Major (UMa), the stars of which will be a much better guide to finding
the object than the very dim stars of its parent constellation; Camelopardalis is remarkable mainly in its
relative lack of notable stars or recognizable star patterns. NGC 2403 is classified as a SBc galaxy with
a magnitude of 8.5 and a size of 23’ x 12’. It is part of the M81 group of galaxies and has a distance of
about 11 million light years.
The location of NGC 2403 is about 8 degrees northwest of the magnitude 3.35 star Muscida (omicron
UMa), which unfortunately is likely to be the nearest easily visible naked eye star from any observing
site that bears significant light pollution. Aside from using computerized assistance, probably the easiest
means of finding the galaxy is to use a geometric approach: By tracing an imaginary line from beta UMa
to h UMa, and continuing that line onward by that same distance again, one should arrive quite near the
field of NGC 2403. The 6th magnitude star 51 Camelopardalis should be readily visible in a finder scope
and can serve as a helpful guide, as once it is centered, a shift of 1 degree due west should place the
galaxy within the field of view. In medium to large aperture telescopes, a roughly circular bright wisp of
light centered between two 10th magnitude stars (4’ separation) should be immediately obvious. This
area corresponds to the core and inner most spiral region of the galaxy. Depending on the quality of the
sky, the aperture used, and the experience of the observer, some amount of additional area and fine
structure may also be discerned. The overall shape and character of the object is somewhat reminiscent
of a miniature M33 galaxy. Although lower in magnitude than this much more famous Messier object,
NGC 2403 has an angular size and surface brightness that makes it stand out better at the eyepiece,
and therefore it is perhaps a better target for the suburban astronomer.
This column is written with the intention of introducing a new object each month that is visible from Stargate Observatory using
a moderate-sized telescope typical of beginner and intermediate level amateur astronomers. In particular, special focus will be
given to objects that are not among the common objects with which most observers are already familiar, but instead articles
will mainly give attention to “hidden gems” or underappreciated features of the night sky.
- Chuck Dezelah
Members are encouraged to join the Warren Astronomical Society Yahoo Group
for messages, photo posting and more.

Photo and Article Submissions
Your WASP team wants to include your photos and articles. After all, this is YOUR publication!
To share your photos for submission in the WASP, please email them to
publications@warrenastro.org
Documents can be submitted in Word (.doc), Open Office (.ods), or Text (.txt) formats, or put into the body of an email.
Photos can be embedded in the document or attached to the email and should be under 2MB in size.
Please include some captions for your photos along with the way you want your name to appear and dates taken.
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Snack Volunteer Schedule
January 7		
C
Gary Ross
January 17		
M
Ken Bertin
February 4		
C
Joe Tocco
February 21
M
Jonathan Kade/
				Diane Hall
March 4		
C
Bob Trembley
March 21		
M
Dave Bailey

2013 Stargate Observatory Open House
January 12, February 9, March 9
2013 WAS Meetings
Cranbrook Meetings: 1st Mondays
January 7, February 4, March 4
Macomb Meetings: 3rd Thursdays
January 17, February 21, March 21

If you are unable to bring the snacks on your
scheduled day, or if you need to reschedule,
please use the form on the website, or email the
board at board@warrenastro.org as soon as you
are able so that other arrangements can be made.
Astronomical Phenomena
January 2013

d h
1 17
2 6
5 3
5 19
6 16
6 23
9 15
10 10
10 11
11 0
11 12
11 19
14 13
17 1
17 1
18 8
18 23
22 3
22 10
22 10
23 5
27 4
28 23
30 16

Regulus 5.6N of Moon
Earth at perihelion
LAST QUARTER
Spica 0.5N of Moon
Occn
Mercury 4.7S of Pluto
Saturn 3.6N of Moon
Moon furthest South (-20.8)
Moon at perigee
Venus 2.8S of Moon
Pluto 0.3S of Moon
Occn
Mercury 5.7S of Moon
NEW MOON
Neptune 5.6S of Moon
Uranus 4.5S of Moon
Venus 3.3S of Pluto
Mercury superior conjunction
FIRST QUARTER
Jupiter 0.5N of Moon Occn
Aldebaran 4.0S of Moon
Moon at apogee
Moon furthest North (20.8)
FULL MOON
Regulus 5.5N of Moon
Jupiter stationary

All times are in UTC

Observatory Rules
1. Closing time depends on weather, etc.
2. May be closed one hour after opening time if no
members arrive within the first hour.
3. Contact the 2nd VP for other arrangements,
such as late arrival time. Call 586-992-0498.
4. An alternate person may be appointed to open.
5. Members may arrive before or stay after the
scheduled open house time.
6. Dates are subject to change or cancellation
depending on weather or staff availability.
7. Postings to the Yahoo Group and/or email no
later than 2 hours before starting time in case of
date change or cancellation.
8. It is best to call or email the 2nd VP at least
2 hours before the posted opening with any
questions. Later emails may not be receivable.
9. Generally, only strong rain or snow will prevent
the open house... the plan is to be there even if it
is clouded over. Often, the weather is cloudy, but it
clears up as the evening progresses.
- Riyad Matti, 2nd VP
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Northern Cross News
JANUARY 2013

Renovation @ NCO
On September 29th, a small crew of enthusiasts from the Warren Astronomical Society, the Ford
Amateur Astronomy Club and some “members at large”, joined us here at NCO, for a renovation of the
observatory. This weekend event even included a gentleman (Brad) from Canada with construction
skills that were much needed for the activities. Brad arrived on Friday the 28th, since his trip was the
longest, about 4 hours. The following morning (Saturday the 29th) we headed out to breakfast at the
local Coney Island, and returned just in time to meet up with several others whom had arrived.
The first order of business was to take down the trees, bushes and brush that had accumulated over
the past couple of years.

This took most of the morning, with chainsaws, a tractor, pruning shears and a bit of muscle power to
complete. But once cleared, we could finally get into the building.
The next piece of work was to determine the condition of the roof, and decide how to repair what was
needed. The Foreman (Brad) made the decision that we would remove the old roof (28 years), and put
all new in place. The trusses would have the rotted portions removed, and replaced with new supports,
and all new sheathing and shingles.
The supply officer then had to make the run to Home Depot, to purchase all the materials, while the
demolition crew started in. While they were cutting out the roof, we purchased 5 sheets of plywood, 5
bundles of shingles, nails, screws, 2x4’s, 2x6’s and some work gloves. By the time we returned from
the store, the roof was off, and ready for new components. BTW, for those that were there, don’t tell the
reader that it wasn’t necessarily just one trip to Home Depot. I’m merely summarizing the net collection
of assets that were purchased.
(continued...)
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The work team then started in on the bracing cuts
The work team then started in on the bracing cuts of 2x4’s for reinforcing the trusses. Once that was
done, we broke for lunch.

Now it was time to put up the sheathing.

This was the end of Saturday’s work, since we lost daylight.
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The next morning, breakfast was served. Doug made pancakes and bacon for the team

We continued with the roofing of the observatory. Once all the shingles were up we called it a day.
This was mid afternoon on Sunday, and our work group headed home. Brad made it home in 3 hours
and 15 minutes. Hmmm, he must not have had any traffic or patrols along the way.

The next task was taken on the following Thursday, where we painted the observatory. It had been
about 15 years since the last coat was applied.
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We then had to remove the pier that the 10” wedge was on, to allow us to put the new 14” telescope
in place, which was previously purchased in July. The photo below is with the observatory in the open
position.

Dale and I now contemplate what to do next. Oh, that’s right; the scope needs to go in.
The following Saturday my son and I moved the 14” into place. One other item that I did was meet with
Clay Kessler about putting a low profile mount in place. We talked about some possibilities, took some
measurements, and Clay left with a good idea of what I was looking for. That upgrade will be done in
the next few months I would suspect, once Clay has some time.
In the meantime, the scope will merely sit on the observatory floor, and I’ll have to deal with the “flex” of
the floor showing up in the eyepiece.
12

This is the current telescope located in the observatory. It is the Orion XX14g Dob.
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The Telescopes @ NCO
Although we’ve had several telescopes through the years, the 12” f/6 Newtonian, the 20” Obsession
Dob, and the LX200 10”, the latest is an Orion XX14g Dob, delivered on July 3rd, 2012, and has already
been used at the Great Lakes Star Gaze, and at the Cadillac West Fall star party. The NCO will be its
home when not travelling.
This telescope is an alt-az dobsonian, with dual motor drives, 2 pairs of encoders, and a computer
hand controller. This setup allows the user to either move the scope with computer control, or by hand,
without losing sky positioning. In addition there is a wireless hub for connection to an iPad, and with
control software called StarSeek 3, this allows wireless control with a very nice GUI. All objects are at
ones fingertips. I also “modified” a Kendrick Dew zapper, which was initially for the 10” lx200, but has
been repurposed for this scope. The setup also has a Glatter 2” laser collimation tool set, a battery
pack for powering the telescope, heaters and the hub, and there are carrying cases for the components
when we travel.
The optics are very nice, the pointing accuracy is good, and the tracking works well, which enables a
very enjoyable night of observing at the eyepiece. Even though I’ve spent 40 years star hopping, I do
like the idea of scrolling around the sky on my iPad, select an object on screen, and pressing the go to
button and watching the scope just slew to it. I’m now spending much more time looking at things, than
hunting them down.
Some recent observations, were of Comet 168P/Hergenrother, which brightened to about 10th
magnitude for some time. Of course there has been the usual deepsky and planetary viewing. For
example, one night in October, we looked at Neptune, Uranus and Jupiter, while hunting some DSO’s
(Deep Sky Objects) all night.
The renovation took about 4 days of work, and I’d like to thank the following for all their hard work with
this project. If I forget someone, I apologize in advance.
Brad Wilson, Gary Billups, Joe Tocco, Dale Thieme, Jonathan Kade, Tom Jatkowski, Jason Capps,
Stephanie Bock, Dan Bock, Robin Bock.
If you’re interested in keeping up with what’s going on @ NCO, checkout out any of the following links.
http://www.boonhill.net/ - our website
https://www.facebook.com/BoonHill is our Face Book page for NCO
https://www.facebook.com/groups/369811479741758/ is our BoonHill.net “Group” with over 50
members thus far.
Cheers, clear skies, and keep looking up.

Club tour of new Cranbrook observatory

Doug Bock

Photo by Bob Berta
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Warren Astronomical Society Awards for 2012
saw the arch of completion grow through those years by
the efforts of many members. This past year, the
keystone went in place, with the finishing of the interior,
bringing the observatory back to service. The WAS
board is grateful for the effort Joe Tocco made and the
expertise he brought to the finishing work on getting our
observatory back on line.

LARRY F. KALINOWSKI AWARD
ROBERT TREMBLEY

Diane Hall and Jon Blum prepare to hand out the
awards.

DISTINGUISHED SERVICE
Dr. CHARLES L. DEZELAH

The Warren Astronomical Society recently renewed our
connections with the Astronomical League, thanks in no
small part to the activity and encouragement from Dr.
Charles Dezelah. We look forward to our members again
earning observing awards in astronomy from the A.L. in
the coming years. Dr Dezelah also initiated the selling of
planispheres at outreach events by our club, a program
that is enjoying much success.

BLAINE McCULLOUGH AWARD
JOSEPH E.TOCCO

The Blaine McCullough Award, now in its third year, is
the “A for effort and achievement” award, going to hard
work and dedication of club members. This year
represents the culmination of several years’ efforts in the
restoration of our observatory, Stargate. As a club, we

The Larry F. Kalinowski Award represents the “heart and
soul” of our club. We award it to the member who best
exemplifies what the Warren Astronomical Society brings
to the community: approachability of astronomy. Bob
Trembley has taken upon himself to bring astronomy to
the public via his own outreach efforts at schools and the
New Baltimore Farmers Market, showing the public
views of the sun in his Coronado P.S.T. Bob Trembley is
a true ambassador for astronomy and the Warren
Astronomical Society.

HONORARY LIFETIME MEMBERSHIP
KENNETH M. BERTIN

Ken Bertin is one of the pillars of our club. His devotion
to the success of the Warren Astronomical Society
knows no bounds. Officially, he has served as First VP
and also as President. As a member, he has contributed
in many ways to raising funds for the club. For our
historic fiftieth anniversary banquet, he donated an iPad
for the raffle. The 2012 Board of the Warren
Astronomical Society awards Ken Bertin Honorary
Lifetime Membership in recognition of his devotion to the
Society and friendship to its members.

Chuck Dezelah, Joe Tocco, Bob Trembley, and Ken Bertin
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W.A.S. History S.I.G.
Jan 1973
“The incredible Man Made Fireball” by Frank
McCullough is about (spoiler alert) a night time
launch of Apollo 17. Gleanings for ATMs by Robert
Cox Harrington covers some rather odd abrasives
for mirror grinding.
Jan 1975
Jan/Feb 1972

Special cover note: this one features the Apollo
mission badges. “Can You Spot One?” is a guide
In the “coming full circle dep’t.” Kenneth Wilson to identifying an amateur astronomer (celestus
announces our joining The Astronomical League, fanaticus) by Kenneth Wilson. “Twinkle, Twinkle
which we have re-joined. We find a review of the Little Rock Or Rendezvous With Eros” talks
Popular Star Atlas in “The Observer’s Library” by about an impending observation opportunity of
Kenneth Wilson, along with his article on “A Method the asteroid Eros. In “The Astrophotographers
of Finding Objects”. Frank McCullough discusses Corner” Larry F. Kalinowski considers correcting
M46 and M47 in “Observational Astronomy” for atmospheric extinction and Lou Faix instructs
and goes into back-issues of the WASP (sound us in “Precise Telescope Alignment”.
familiar?) with “The W.A.S.P. Uncovers the Good
Dale Thieme
Old Days”.
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WAS Board meeting, December 3, 2012

fix. Replacing it may cost between 80 and $150.

Board members present: Jon Blum, Diane Hall,
Riyad Matti, Dale Partin, Dale Thieme, Bob Berta.

Treasurer: The report details are elsewhere in the
WASP.

Visitors: Brian Klaus, Marty Kunz, Jonathan
Kade, Jon Root, Ken Bertin, Jason Daniels.

Secretary: We’ve had a good response to our
request for door prize donations. We are looking
for donations from the membership and will ask
again at tonight’s meeting.

Jon Blum brought the meeting to order at 6:41.
Reports:
President: Jon went over the list of duties of
officers at banquet. Discussion of the scheduling
of the banquet events.
1st VP: Due to the late speaker cancellation,
we have available for tonight: Bob’s “Powers
of 13” video, Femto Photography video, Dave
Harrington’s solar eclipse slideshow, Bob Berta’s
“Precipice of Astronomy” presentation. Or we’ll
see the new telescope in Cranbrook’s observatory.
We have the library room reserved for meetings
through next semester at Macomb.

Outreach: Bob procured $50 VISA gift cards
for Bill Thomas (retiring at Wolcott Mill) and Gus
Povirk (plays piano at the awards banquet). Cards
passed around for Board signature. Bob has a
couple school engagements coming up this month.
Old Business:
The 501c3 papers are in the hands of the attorney
for review.
Calendar deadline will be the banquet for
purchasing a calendar.

New Business:
Observatory needs carpeting. Riyad Matti moved
2nd VP: Observatory, last open house had 30 that we set aside $300 for carpeting. Diane Hall
people or so, Riyad gave talk to scouts last Sat. seconded the motion. Motion carried.
End time 7:27
The scope’s focuser is failing, we may be able to

Past & Present
Presidents

December Banquet 2012
Left to Right:
Bob Berta, Jon Blum,
Ken Bertin (seated)
Dave Harrington, Marty Kuntz,
Riyad Matti

Photo by Brian Chaffins
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WAS General Meeting, Cranbrook
December 3, 2012
The meeting began at 7:30 with 35 present.
Officer Reports:
President: Jon Blum pointed out that orders were
being taken for Club calendars, order from the
Treasurer-deadline is Dec 8 ($15.00), Jonathan
Kade is collecting for club logo jackets. Bill Beers is
collecting for logo caps ($20.00). Dress for banquet is
casual, no t-shirts.
1VP: Now accepting applications for 2013 talks, short
and long.
2VP: Last open house Nov 17, about 30 people for
observing mostly scouts with a few members, a bit
hazy. Last Saturday spoke to scouts on a cloudy
night at the observatory. Dec 15 will be the last open
house of the year. Next year the open house will be
on the second Saturday of the month. Expecting the
new scope around Feb-Mar, motor fixed but focuser
is problematic.
Treasurer: We have $12,483.05, $5386 designated
for the telescope. Other funds are going to the banquet
and calendars.
Secretary: We have a good selection of door prizes
from our commercial sources, we would welcome any
contributions from the membership as well.
Outreach: Bob Berta, Lee Hartwell and Angelo
DiDonato are doing school and scout presentations.
Bob thanked Marty Kunz for filling in when Bob
couldn’t make it. More talks coming up, including one
on ancient Egyptian Astronomy.
Publications: Debra Chaffins couldn’t attend the
meeting and sent this note with Jon: “I appreciate
the member perspective articles and poetry that has
made the WASP a real pleasure to produce this year.
I am looking forward to publishing the 2013 WASP
and am encouraging even more submissions that our
members would like to include.”
SIG Reports
Solar Group: Sunday the 2nd was the official solar
group meeting. Wondering where the sun is. The sun’s
behavior is rather odd for an approaching maximum.
Discussion Group: No discussion group in December.

Hands On: The group will be meeting at the next
open house.
AstroPhoto: Calendar is ready and this year’s edition
features a couple new contributors.
Astronomy League: See Chuck about observing
programs and lists. Object of the month correction,
NGC1981 is in the sword of Orion, not the belt.
GLAAC: Diane Hall mentioned a planning session for
Metro Beach event next week.
Observation: Gary Ross reports on a double header
for conjunctions: Wed last week, Venus Saturn
0.8 degrees, viewed through the trees at Veen
Observatory. Conjunction of Jupiter and the Moon (a
day past full). Astrology is not anti-intuitive, despite
our disdain for it, we can understand how the ancients
associated the movements of the heavenly bodies
with an effect on earthly matters.
In The News
• Hovering moon base may be on NASA’s horizon
• Orbiting moon gives chilling clue to black hole heat
• Climate blindness risked as satellites lose their eyes
• Doubt cast on Fermi’s dark matter smoking gun
• Higgs boson continues to be maddeningly wellbehaved
• US Military Enlists Amateurs to Track Space Junk
• Giant Sun Eruption
• Solar Eclipse 11/13-11/14/2012
• Out-of-proportion black hole is a rare cosmic fossil
• Pioneering planet hunter suffers radiation overdose
• Ancient Microbes Found in Antarctic Lakes
• Curiosity result could confirm Mars Life - Organics
On Mars: Curiosity Rover Finds Evidence of
Organic Compounds On the Red Planet
• Mars is safe from radiation-but the trip there isn’t
• Saturn’s rings may double as a moon factory
• Messenger finds hints of ice at Mercury’s poles
• Space-X’s dragon capsule had a computer shut
down on the way to the space station (didn’t use
radiation hardened components)
Short Talk: Bob Berta- “Femto Photography” Trillionth of a second frames, Dave Harrington presented a slideshow of his solar eclipse photos.
Presentation: Following the break, the WAS members were treated to a “field trip” to tour the Cranbrook
Observatory and see the new scopes and refurbished
facilities, led by Marty Kunz.
Dale Thieme
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WAS Awards Banquet
December 08, 2012
The year came to a fitting end with the 2012 Awards
Banquet, attended by fifty current members, past
members, guests and one new lifetime member
(more on that in a bit).

Blum). Congratulations to all on their devotion to
astronomy, outreach and this organization, we
thank you all.
Diane Hall then went through the year in a
presentation listing all the talks given by our
members and invited speakers through the year
at the Cranbrook and Macomb. It is mind boggling
how this club can maintain a schedule of three
talks a month, mostly on the strength of the
membership. We can and should be proud of that.

After dining and enjoying Gus Povrik at the piano,
we were entertained by a presentation by Dr.
Claude Pruneau of Wayne State University about The banquet wrapped up with the distribution of the
the fascination we have with Mars and the history door prizes (over $1400 worth of donations). The
of our attempts to uncover its secrets.
Warren Astronomical Society wishes to thank the
donors for their generosity this year: the Cranbrook
Following the talk, Diane Hall delivered the Institute of Science, Jim’s Mobile, Inc, Kalmbach
announcement that Diane Ingrao had asteroid Publishing (Astronomy Magazine), Meridian
18077 named after her, making her the fourth WAS Telescopes, National Coney Island, Oceanside
alumni to be so honored. Thanks go to former Photo & Telescope, Orion Telescopes, and Sirius
WAS member, Rik Hill for the naming.
Astronomical Products. Also a big thanks goes to
club member donors: Bob Berta, Ken Bertin, Diane
Then came the awards presentations. The board Hall, Jonathan Kade, Brian Klaus, Mike O’Dowd,
chose four recipients this year: The Distinguished Brian Thieme and Lois Thieme.
Service award went to Chuck Dezelah, the Blaine
McCullough award was given to Joe Tocco, Finally, Jon Blum, presiding over the first banquet
Bob Trembley received the Larry F. Kalinowski he’s been able to attend, pronounced an end to
award and a lifetime membership was awarded the festivities and the end to an amazing year in
to Ken Bertin (with a personal tribute from Jon the Warren Astronomical Society.
2012 / 2013 WAS Board
Left to Right:
Bob Berta (Outreach),
Dale Partin (Treasurer),
Jon Blum (President),
Diane Hall (First VP),
Debra Chaffins (Publications),
Dale Thieme (Secretary),
Riyad Matti (Second VP).
Photo by Brian Chaffins
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ALL GOOD THINGS
I’d sacrifice everything, come what might
For the sake of having you near.
In spite of a warning voice which comes in the night,
That repeats and repeats in my ear:
Don’t you know, you fool? . . ..
The ancient Celts believed the Sun stopped moving
in the sky for twelve days at Winter Solstice. I have a
sneaking feeling this cosmology was adopted without
attribution by early Christianity in northern Europe,
hence twelve days of Christmas. So, gentle reader, the
Sun has finally resumed his journey along the Ecliptic.
On the kitchen table is my newest Christmas decoration:
a wood framed programme from the 2011 banquet, the
one with the snowy telescope with the cardinals and
squirrel perched upon it. Ghosts of “Christmas[es] past.”
The jewel of kitchen decor at Kissing Rock Farm is not
the rusting 1970’s-era refrigerator which must have
impressed Ken Bertin on his trip here a year ago. It
is the genuine Martha Stewart tea kettle, fire engine
red, deployed on the cook stove looking like a huge
radish. This relatively recent acquisition replaced the
genuine imitation Pennsylvania “Dutch” kettle which I
finally destroyed after boiling out the water too often, but
Martha’s day may yet come.
Be it here in Lowell Township with the mighty Borr
Telescope, or in Royal Oak with the humble portable
refractor on the camera tripod, no observing session
(save the most fetid, hot nights) ends without a thought
about Larry F. Kalinowski. It was Kalinowski, a/k/a/
“Uncle Larry”, a/k/a “The Old Man” who made an astute
observation about the Zen, of astro-observing. In point
of fact, even on said hot nights I think of him whilst giving
the kettle a miss, heading instead to the ‘fridge to knock
back some cheap red.
Just before Christmas in Royal Oak the sky cleared for a
few hours -- somewhat -- so I used the 50 mm. to observe
a conjunction of Europa and Callisto. What a fine sight
even at 45X! The white inner satellite stood right next
to the distinctly bluish outer one. The contrast in tints is
arresting when they are so close. Callisto is definitely the
“blue moon.” Luna ruled the sky and the transparency
was dodgy, and besides, observing in one’s pyjamas is
decidedly rigourous in December. Once in the kitchen,
on went the kettle and I said something like: here’s to
you Larry.
There are those grim Michigan mornings at the Veen
Observatory, and I am primarily a morning observer,
which are not “fun.” My mother pointed out years ago that
astronomical observing is perhaps more a “challenge,”
but as she would say, “I don’t need challenges.” Because
it is simply not possible to handle charts and gear with
gloves always on, think killingly cold metal, one tucks

the spare glove under an armpit or stuffs it into the coat.
Putting the warm glove back on feels deliciously good.
On the arctic nights the nose hairs freeze together. I
hate it when that happens. As observing nears end
on bitter mornings, I squat to pick things off the floor
because sometimes bending over and unbending is
problematical. One walks around the place feeling like,
and for all the world looking like, the “Thing” from the early
1950’s film. Out front, after finishing, there is a frisson
of relief when the car’s engine turns over, promising a
relatively quick trip back to the house -- assuming it was
possible to motor all the way to the Observatory through
the woods, and if not, enjoy a hike to the car, eventually
to back out to the county road, head protruding from the
window, trying to stay in the frozen ruts. As much as one
considers the doing of such things, it is a poser whether
this exercise is “recreation” or some Via Dolorosa.
In an exchange of e-mails years ago with Larry, I
wondered how it was with those 18th and 19th century
observers freezing their proverbials in lousy cold weather
duds -- in so far as such could be dignified as “cold
weather.” How many gentlemen astronomers (broadly
defined) sent word to Molly, or Gretchen, or Natasha
to get out of the sack, or wake up at the stove, and
get some tea going, chop-chop. I cannot even feel my
stinking hands anymore! Then the scientist and maybe
his boy assistant stumble cursing into a candle- or whale
oil-lit kitchen. I know what it is to caress Martha Stewart
as the water comes up to temperature. The real thing
cannot possibly feel any better than her kettle.
This tableau and implications not only for science but
the human spirit was pointed out to Larry. The “Old Man”
opined, charmingly, thusly: you associate astronomy
with drinking tea.
Bingo. Just because he never said too much don’ mean
he was dumb. Moreover, we knew one another a really
long time. When reading his e-mail it was obvious he
had me figured, and I wish to hell I had preserved his
message. If Larry Kalinowski had ever tried, he could
have written haiku. Astronomical observing is not “Miller
Time,” but rather tea time, unwinding with a mug in both
hands, successful night . . . or otherwise, a ritual going
back to the second Eisenhower administration, when I
met him. And to repeat, I will never get a kettle going
after a night under the stars without thinking of our old
friend.
Each time I do, just the thought of you
Makes me stop ---- before I begin,
‘Cause I’ve got you under my skin.
(It’s a little lumpy), but you’re under my skin.
                              -- Cole Porter per Sammy Davis, Jr.
G. M. ROSS, sine die
Lowell, Sixth Night of Chistmas, 2012
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